
XGT-200 10G Ethernet Tester 

ShinewayTech® XGT-200 Ethernet tester provides a complete test for next generation 

Ethernet solution. There are many different test modules, which can help to verify the 

performance of their Ethernet. XGT-200 has two 10/100/1000Mb/s electrical interfaces, two 

100/1000M SFP optical interfaces and two 10Gbps SFP+. It can generate and analyze the test 

traffic streams and provide the result. XGT-200 provides installation, maintenance services, and 

activates new profession services. XGT-200 can provide a variety of test functions, which can 

help user to control and know the quality of Ethernet. We believe that the XGT-200 will be the 

comprehensive and simple Ethernet and advanced IP connectivity test suites for the field 

technicians.  
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 XGT-200 Ethernet tester provides a complete test for next generation
Ethernet solution. There are many different test modules, which can help to verify the
performance of their Ethernet. XGT-200 has two 10/100/1000Mb/s electrical interfaces, two
100/1000M SFP optical interfaces and two 10Gbps SFP+. It can generate and analyze the test
traffic streams and provide the result. XGT-200 provides installation, maintenance services, and
activates new profession services. XGT-200 can provide a variety of test functions, which can
help user to control and know the quality of Ethernet. We believe that the XGT-200 will be the
comprehensive and simple Ethernet and advanced IP connectivity test suites for the field
technicians.



Features

l Smart and durable, field application ready

l 7-inch HD color touch screen, sun readable

l User-friendly user interface

l PC remote control

l Test profiles and data management, USB/FTP transfer

l Comprehensive testing for Ethernet testing

l Lithium battery up to 4 hours continuous testing

Functions

l 10GE SFP+ x2, 10/100/1000BASE-T RJ45 x2,100/1000BASE-X SFP x2

l 10M - 10Gb/s bandwidth, LAN and WAN mode

l Layer 1/2/3/4 BERT test

l Multi-stream traffic generation and analysis

l RFC2544 and Y.1564 test

l OAM test (optional)

l VLAN and VLAN Q-in-Q test

l MPLS test with multiple MPLS tags

l Service disruption time test

l CoS and ToS/DSCP priority test

l Packet capture

l Intelligent detection and remote controlled loopback test

l Statistical analysis report
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